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0. Preface 
Fluid targets , i . e .  l iquids or  sol ids moving through the high heat f lux zones, 
may be a way to solve the heat exhaust and erosion problems in  fus ion 
reactors . Some of the ideas a re not new and are presented in  the Iiterature 
in widely scattered articles . Unfortunately, the d iscuss ion is often not 
detai led enough to judge their appl icabi l ity. They have e . g .  been addressed 
in the framewerk of the I NTOR a nd ITER stud ies . 
This report contai ns contributions of members of a study g roup constituted 
from sc ientists and engineers of d ifferent Institutes of K FA end of 19 93. 
The g roup met a few times to d iscuss ideas and problems associated with 
the use of fluid targets for heat exhaust in fusion reactors . The starting point 
has been a proposal for a respective program on  TEXTOR. The main aim of 
the g roup 's  work has been so far to identify crit ical  questions warranting  in 
depth studies in preparation of a potential  experiment in TEXTOR.  The 
treatment of the matter in these contributions is by now means complete 
and exhaustive but some important conclusions sti l l  can be d rawn.  
Reference to I iterature is made in the individual contributions where 
appropriate . l n  addition to these references a number of publ ications of 
genera l interest have been used and are l isted in the appendix.  
The contributions partly consist of sum m a ries in  english and copies of  
figures and viewgraphs in germ an which a re selfexpl aining in most cases. 
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1. General considerations (J. Winter) 
The extraction of power from the high heat Ioad components in  a fusion 
reactor and their erosion are crit ical issues . The problems are unsolved,  
rega rd less of  the magnetic configuration (tokamak I Ste l larator, d ivertor I 
l im iter) . 
Most of p resent day's fusion devices operate with short plasma pulses of up 
to a few 1 0 seconds and employ sol id fixed armor materia l  which is  
adi abatical ly heated up. lt does not a l low heat removal in steady state at a 
large scale.  l n  some cases a cool ing in between d ischarges by attachment 
of the a rmor to cooled backing plates is made.  Tore Supra has an act ively 
cooled First Wal l  and modular l im iters designed for steady state heat 
remo vaL Actively cooled divertor p lates have also been desig ned for the 
future use in JET. Experience with these components in Tore Supra 
suggests that, under rea l  condit ions of a fusion device, the rel iab ly handled 
average heat Ioad is of the order of a few MWm-2, s ignif icantly less than the 
maximum heat removal capabi l ity rea l ized with s ingle test com ponents, 
which is of the order of 20-30 Mwm-2. The design reference value for the 
ave rage heat Ioad to the divertor in ITER has been presently set to be 5 
M wm-2. For comparison, the average wal l  loading in large conventional  
thermal power p lants us ing foss i l  fuels is of the order of 0.3 M wm·2. 
To remain within the Iimit of 5 MWm-2, ITE R already requires a divertor with 
large effective area for heat rem oval, typica l ly a factor of 1 0 larger than that 
of the separatrix strike zones on appropriately designed divertor target 
plates .  The present ITER reference des ign is based on a deep high density 
d ivertor in which charge exchange reactions provide energy and momentum 
transport to the large a rea sidewal ls .  The physics of the concept and the 
consistency with other boundary conditions is not yet verified. Radiation  of 
a large fraction of the power within the divertor or preferentia l ly with in the 
boundary reg ion of the confined plasma wil l ,  probably also be required in  
ITER .  
The s afety marg in  for ignition of  a reactor increases with the total fusion 
. power produced. The latter is fi na l ly l im ited by the power handl ing capabi l ity 
of the high heat flux components. Rel iably operating components , capable 
of heat I oads weil in  excess of 5 MWm-2, would be highly desirable a lready 
for I TER and wil l  be vita l to a safe and economic power reactor and to 
DEM O .  
The e rosion of wal l  materia l  is another chal lenging problem . l n  the earl ier 
stag e s  of the ITER project primary sputter erosion rates at the strike point of 
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up to 1 0 m carbon per burn year carbon were estimated,  neg lecting 
redeposition (the same order of magnitude would apply for beryll ium or other 
low-Z materia ls) . Depending on the degree of redeposit ion, the net erosion 
may be reduced by a factor of about 1 00. The understanding and model ing 
of erosion and redeposition is sti l l  in  its infancy. lt appears that active 
methods l ike i n  s itu fi lm deposition by e . g .  gas puffing during the discharge 
or  in  s itu plasma spraying during plasma pauses wi l l  be required .  Whether 
high Z materials a re an option for ITER sti l l  has to be demonstrated . 
Operation of ALCATOR C Mod with an al l  molybdenum wall, experiments on 
molybdenum and tungsten l imiters in TEXTOR and experiments in ASDEX 
Upgrade may help to provide the necessary data . 
I Due to the high power, large duty cycles, and due to the l a rge neutron fluences in  DEMO and in a power reactor it appears to be very unl ikely that a ny of the materia ls presently discussed for ITER offer a solution to the erosion problem. New concepts wi l l  have to be developed .  
One way to solve the above problems may be  the use of  f luid targets, i . e .  
moving l iquids or  sol ids through the high heat flux zones. The heat i s  
essential ly stored in the heat capacity of  the matter and  transported with 
the m aterial itse lf to areas of the device where it can be more easi ly 
removed during a ppropriately lang transit times . The cooled down materials 
would then be reci rcu lated through the high heat flux zone.  
Fig.1: 
liquid metal or 
flow of solid conductin 
or insulating materials 
Fluid target concept: uti l ize heat capacity by a f low of matter 
through the high heat flux area 
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Suc h  a concept would fulfi l  the requirements for steady state operation by 
def in ition and cou ld also solve the erosion problern by rep lacement of 
damaged sol ids or s imple readjustment of the surface in the case of Jiquids . 
The heat removal capabi l ity can be very high (see below) . Prob lems due to 
rad iation darnage could be mitigated by the l iquid state a nd/or h igh 
temperatures used . New poss ibi l ities of partic le removal by implantation into 
the material could possibly be employed .  
The large variety of possib le f luid target concepts has been structured 
according to the breakdown scheme shown below. Some of the properties 
and p roblems mentioned in the diagram in ita l ic  scri pt are d iscussed in more 
depth in the fol lowing contributions . 
fluid targets 
liquids 
(sheets, pools, droplets) 
non conducting conducting 
oils metals 
solids 
(spheres) 
non conducting conducting 
metals 
hybrid systems: rotating targets 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . m a i n . . .  c o n c e r n s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
low heat 
cond. , low .8T 
jXB, MHD 
instability 
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fatigue 
stress 
jXB? 
fatigue? 
number of spheres 
transport of spheres 
heat extraction 
Two main c lasses are distingu ished, namely l iquids and sol ids which are 
aga in  broken down into electrica l ly conducting and non conducting ones . 
This has turned out to be usefu l since major prob lems are the forces i nduced 
by the i nteract ion between the magnetic fields in a fusion device and 
currents i nduced in  a moving conducting medium,  and i nstab i l ities i n  the 
l iqu id .  l n  the case of metal l ic  l iquids the use of droplets may be i nteresting 
s ince the i r  smal l  s ize I imits the cu rrent effects but some advantages of a 
l iqu id a re stil l retai ned. No weil suited non conducting l iqu id  has been 
identif ied, u nfortu nately. For the non (or bad ly) electrica l ly conducting so l ids 
h igh temperature materials like graphite , boroncarbide or S i liconcarb ide 
appear to be i nteresting because a high operation temperature could be 
used .  Their  p lasma-surface-interaction properties are rather wei l  known. A 
major p roblern appears to be the thermal  stress and fatigue, which could be 
less pronounced with the more ductile conducting metals .  He pumping by 
implantation could be an option for all solids used. Of concern may also be 
the l a rge number of elements required for a "solid ba l l" arrangement. The 
hybrid g roup of rotating targets, eventua l ly cooled by liquid metals from the 
i nside,  shows some promising prope rties. 
Reference va/ues for the power /oading 
For the assess ments made be low a reference value of the power loading of 
50 Mwm·2 has been chosen. 
This o rder of m agnitude has been delineated from an ITER type reacto r 
assuming a thermonuclear power generation of 1 GW, of which 2 0% a 
power, i.e .  200 MW have to be hand led by the divertor, if no s ignificant 
rad iation of power is assumed. With a major  radius of 7 m and a n  effective 
width of the strike zone an i nclined plates of 5 cm an both the i nboard and 
outboard side, the total affected area of the target plate is about 44 m2 
leading to an average heat Ioad of 45 MWm-2. 
The va lue of 50 MWm-2 is one order of mag nitude larger than that adopted 
for the present ITER divertor desig n. 
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2. liquid meta I targets (J. Winter) 
2. 1 Possible configurations 
A variety of d ifferent possible geometries have been proposed i n  the 
l iterature. Among these are: 
p rotective fi lms (fig. 1 ) , 
pool (f ig .  2), 
d roplet beam (fi g .  3) , 
d rop let curtain (fig .  4). 
Main problems associated with l iquid metal targets a re: 
contamination of the main plasma by sputtering, evaporation 
heat transfer and pumping requ i rements , 
M H D  stab i l ity and equi l ibr ium, 
pa rtic le remova l and tritium inventory, 
materia l  compatibil ity, 
transient electromagnetic phenomena, d isruptions.  
A feasib i l ity study 11 I came to the conclusion, that the most p ro m1s1ng 
concept is that of a curta in  divertor us ing ga l l ium.  Lithium metal is u nsu ited 
because of the large tritium inventory (hydride formation) . The beam 
concept, i n  addition to us ing I ithium, seems to create problems of sp lashing 
at the beam du mp .  The slowly moving fi lm and pool solut ions are regarded 
unfavorable with respect to bl istering . 
table 1, from ref. 11 I 
Comparison of Different Steady State Divenor Concepts 
Solid Ltthium 
Solid Plate Li drplt beam Li Thin Film 
Sputtering erosion yes no no 
Insufficient heat removal no no no 
Destgn confhct m eros10n and yes no no heat transfer 
H embrittlement and exfoliation yes ycs* ves 
Tritium inventory concem no yes* no 
Blistering erosion yes yes* ves 
Detrimental MHD effects no no no 
Detrimental disruption effects yes no maybe 
Limited to lower divenor no maybe+ 
* Assuming the efficient Li renewal technology is not available 
** Assuming it is a short ftlm divertor (0.1 m long) flowing at 10 m/s 
+ Depending on the availability of tokamak space 
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yes 
Ga Pool 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
ves 
no 
no 
yes 
Galhum 
GaDrplt 
Ga Film Curtain 
no no 
no no 
no no 
no no 
no no 
no** no 
yes no 
no no 
yes no 
sc::rape-off 
layer 
meta I 
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Figure 1: Liquid meta! protective film divertor 
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Figure 2: Liquid metal pool type divertor 
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Figure 3: Liquid Iithium droplet beam divertor 
(Werley, 1989] 
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Figure 4: Liquid gallium droplet curtain divertor 
[Murav'ev, 1989] 
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The anaylysis presented in this report came to a different conclusion in the 
sense that M H D  effects do indeed pose serious questions on the feasibility 
of both the pool and film concepts. On the other hand, plasma surface 
interaction studies over the last decade have shown that blistering is not a 
major problem, neither in solid nor in l iquid materia ls (see 9 .  Conclusions) .  
The two concepts tested experimental ly in a tokamak /2/ are those of the 
protective films a nd drop let curtain using a ga l l ium eutectic . The resu lts are 
not conclusive, u nfortunately. A sheet limiter failed in a catastrophic mode 
because of burn out and overheating of the ga l l ium. The flow of ga l l ium was 
obstructed due to the pulsed operation of 8 (p lasma pu lse length typical ly 
5 0-70  ms) and overheating of the edges occurred. Prio r to the overheating 
the systems seemed to work satisfactory. Sp lashing of Ga a l l  over the 
mac hine occurred. The technical feasibility of a ga l l ium droplet curtain was 
demonstrated, including the droplet formation and operation of tokamak 
discharges with the droplet curtain 3 cm inside the scrape-off-layer. A 
comparison  with discharges limited by graphite tiles were made indicating 
stable operation with some enhanced radiation in the case of Ga during the 
current rise phase. 
2. 2 Criteria for selecting liquid metals 
A nu mber of criteria apply to the selection of metals for a liquid divertor. 
A m ong these are 
reasonably low melting point and low va pour pressure at high 
temperatures, yielding a large effective temperature range, 
no hydride formation or decomposition of the hydride below the 
operation temperature, 
g ood oxygen getter for optimum co nditioning, 
compatibility with structura l materia ls. 
A num ber of interesting candidates exist and have been discussed more or 
less extensively in the literature . Among these are I ithium (forms however 
hydrides which are stable weil above the melting point of the metal ) ,  
. ga l l ium, tin and some eutectics of these materials .  Another candidate may 
be a luminum which, despite its poor compatibility in liquid state with most 
metals, offers the advantage of reasonably low Z (Z = 1 3), technical ly 
accessible melting point of 600°C and acceptable vapour pressure up to 
1 000° C. Beyond that it has a very high affinity to oxygen and the oxide is 
refractory. 
l n  addition to sputtering the formation of gas bubbles by implanted protons 
1 0  
lead ing to bursts of meta ls, and blistering and exfo liation have been 
mentioned in the I iterature as possible contamination mechanis ms in steady 
state. Resu lts of im plantation studies in solids have shown that the latter 
mechanisms do only occur under special conditions and that they don not 
have to be regarded as serious problems . Thus they are not discussed in  this 
report .  
Because of the I ack of data the sputter yields are assumed to b e  the same 
as for the sol id state. lt has to be considered that the release of material into 
the plasma is very strongly dependent on actua l  geometry and whether the 
l iquid metal is used in a limiter or  divertor conf iguration. 
At this stage of the study no optimized se lection of a l iqu id metal has been 
made since more general questions of l iquid metal targets are d iscussed .  l n  
order t o  obtain some quantitative numbers, however, the example o f  A l  has 
been used in m ost cases . 
2.3 Liquid aluminum 
Atomic data 
Aluminum 
z 1 3  
m(molar  weight) 26.98 
p(g/c m 1 3) 2.702 
Tm(°C) 660.37 
Tb(°C ) 2467 
heat of evap . (kJ/mol )  293.7 
heat of melt. (kJ/mol )  1 0.67 
cv ( l iquid ) (J/moiK) 29.3 
1 1  
Aluminum provides a wide temperature span of 1 800 °C between the 
melt ing and boi l ing point. lt may be expected that it is relatively tolerant to 
· s ignif icant heat transients as e.g. during ELMs etc. lt also has a l arge heat 
of evaporation. One d isruption of a high pe rfo rmance discharge in TEXTOR 
would Iead to a n  evaporation of about 4 g of Al (energy quench only) . 
Na  a nd K have boi l ing points of 7 59°C and 882 °C, respectively a nd are 
not su ited due to their h igh vapour pressures at elevated temperature. 
Aluminum is not regarded as a toxic materia l ,  it is read i ly avai lab le . Al  m ay 
burn at very h igh temperatures i n  an oxid iz ing atmosphere. Evaporation of 
the oxide layer seems to be necessary for burning. lt is definit ive ly less 
hazardous in this respect than Li, Na, K. 
Ga l l i um (Z = 31 I Tm = 29. 8 °C, Tb = 2403 °C) is probably tox ic  a nd has 
a high va lue of Z. lt has ve ry favourable other properties, in  particu lar  low 
melting  point and low vapour pressures at  h igh temperature. 
A I ist of the b inary a l loys of a luminum is g iven in table 2. 
table 2: Liquid b inary a l loys M-M' ( l iqu idus temperature T1 a nd vapor 
pressure of M'  at 1 000 ° C) ( from K .  H i lpert) 
alloy composition T1 (°C) p (M') a t  1000 oc 
( mbar) 
Al� Ga 70 at% Ga 300 2x1 o-3 
Al-Mg 50 at% M g  460 300 
Al-Zn 50 at% Zn 520 1 000 
90 at% Zn 400 
Al-Cu 17 at% Cu 550 5x1 o·5 
Al-Ni T1 strongly increasing 1 o-7 
1 0  at % Ni 800 
2. 7 at % Ni 630 
Al-Co T1 strongly increasing 1 o-7 
10 at% Co 950 
Al-Fe T1 strongly increasing 3x 1 o·7 
1 0  at% Fe 1 000 
1 2  
Al-Mn T1 strongly increasing 3x1 o-2 
10 at% Mn 870 
AI-Cr T1 strongly increasing 1 o-6 
10 at%Cr 980 
AI-V T1 strongly increasing 1 o-1o 
10 at% V 1200 
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Oxygen gettering 
Aluminum has a very strongly bound oxide AJ203 with high melt ing po int 
and low vapour pressure (Tm = 2072 °C, Tb = 2980 °C) .  The band energy 
per oxygen atom can be regarded as figure of merit for the 0-getter 
potentia l .  Al is expected to be an even better oxygen getter than 8 and S i  
and comes close to Be, which a l l  have proven their  effic iency i n  tokamaks 
(TEXTOR, J ET) . 
table 3: 
z 
4 
5 
12 
13 
14 
22 
73 
24 
Free energy of  formation b.G and free energy of formation  per 
oxygen atom b.G/0 for various oxides ( 2 5  °C ) 
atom oxide -L\G(kJ/mol] -L\G/O(kJ/mol] 
Be BeO 5 8 1  5 8 1  
8 8203 1194 397 
Mg M gO 569 569 
Al Al203 1582 5 
Si Si02 857 428 
Ti Ti02 889 444 
Ta Ta205 19 11  382 
Cr Cr203 105 8  352 
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Vapour pressure and evaporation rates 
The vapour pre55ure at the melting point i5 about 5x1 o-9 mbar, that at 
1 000°C i5 about 2 X 1  o-4 mbar .  lt i5 le55 than that of G a  ove r  the whole 
temperature range . 
The evaporation rate at the melting point i5 about 1 X 1  016 m-25-1, and i5 
5 X 1  020 m-25-1 at 1 000°C . A 5urface of 4 m 2, a5 an example, yield5 a total 
evapo ration rate of 2 x 1 021 5-1 at 1 000°C . Thi5 corre5pond5 to about 2 
monolayer5 per 5econd on the entire fir5t wal l  of the TEXTOR device. At the 
melting po i nt of 660°C the5e value5 are 5mal ler by a factor of 5 X 1  04. 
The 5putter flux (only 0-5puttering) at a yield of 0 . 03 ( 5 00 eV) a nd at a total 
0-f lux of about 1 02 5-1 i5 3X 1 019 5-1. 
Thu5, between the melting point and 1 000 ° C the evaporation rate change5 
between negligib le compared to 5puttering and about 60 x the 5putter rate . 
This behaviour m ay be u5ed to advantage for control l ing the seeding of the 
SO L with Al for establishing a radiative boundary. lt has to be kept in mind, 
that thermal  evaporated Al atom5 wil l  have a very short penetration depth 
on ly and that a large fraction wil l be local ly redeposited (depending a lso on  
the actual geometry chosen) . 
removal 
The heat condu ctivity is 
.A[W/mK] 238 1 1  5 1 2 1 
T[°C] 20 700 790 
the specific heat is 
CP(J/g K] 1 . 1 4  1 .04 
T[°C] 6 5 0  (s ) 660 ( I )  
Assuming heat conduction only and a tolerable temperatu re increase !:1 T = 
400 ° C, i . e .  1 060 ° C at the surface and 6 60 ° C at the coo led s ide,  the 
a l lowed thickness to accomm odate 50M W/m2 heat Ioad is a bout 1 mm 
l iqu id  A l .  
1 5 
Since A is la rger in the sol id phase, this may Iead to sol id Al at the cool ing 
structu res when the system is designed to be at 1 060 ° C at the surface . lt 
may be speculated whether this can be used to provide a sol id Al reservoi r  
for  further melting in  case of  heat transients . 
Natural convection in  form of vertical vortices may occur in  a pool  des ign 
due to temperature gradients between surface and bottom . Heat would be 
d ispersed over a larger volume.  
lf  m ass f low of Al is considered,  the specif ic heat can accommodate 1 .04 
J/g K i n  the l iqu id phase . Assuming a temperature increase of 400 °C the 
accommodated energy is 4 1 6 J/g. 
ln order to remove the tota l of 200 MW in ITER a c i rculation of ab out 0. 5 
tons of l iquid Al, i . e  0. 1 8  m3s·1 is requ ired, assuming homogeneaus heating. 
Assuming a f lowing fi lm with a thickness of 0. 5 cm and homogeneaus 
heating, the handl ing of 50 MWm"2 requires a flow velocity of about 9 ms·1 
at LlT= 400°C. 
Viscosity 
The dynamic viscos ity decreases so mewhat with increas ing temperature. 
Already at 662 ° C it is close to that of water at 20 ° C. 
T [°C] 
( water : 1  m Nsm-2) 
1 .38 1 . 28 1 . 1 02 
662 700 800 
Flow in the presence of a magnetic field is influenced: motion paral le l  to 8 
i s  essent i a l ly u n h i n d ered whereas fr ict i o n  fo rces occur for  m ot ion  
perpend icular  to 8. 
1 6  
Electrical resistivity 
(from Landolt-Börnstein )  
The e lectrica l  resistivity increases at  the melting poi nt and with i ncreasing 
temperature. 
0 . 028 0. 28 7  0 . 2 93 0 .308 0 .33 7 
T [°C] 20 700 800 900 1000 
lt is at 700 °C a bout 1 60 times larger than that of Cu at 20°C and is of the 
same order as that of l nconel at 20 ° C. 
lt may be poss ib le  to heat Al by passing a d i re ct current through it. 
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3. Electromagnetic fields and forces on a liquid metal limiter 
(A. Kaleck) 
Introduction: 
In a tokamak metal structures are exposed transient electromagnetic fields. The larger the 
structures the more dangerous are the forces on them. Solid structures can be stabilized by 
mechanical supports. Liquid metal films which are considered to be used for the heat 
transpoft in a limiter or divertor not only experience additional forces by the motion of the 
metal but also are kept at their base only by gravity. Therefore the forces on this films 
caused by time- and space-varying electromagnetic fields have to be considered carefully. 
In a USSR contribution to the INTOR Workshop 1987 in Vienna a group of the Efremov 
Institute [1] only considered the EMF y x ßp01 • In this paper we try to estimate the conse­
quences of the relevant forces on liquid metal films caused by time- and space-varying 
electromagnetic fields, e.g. disruptions and inhomogeneous poloidal and toroidal fields. Also 
a rough estimate was made for the Rayleigh-Taylor surface instability. 
I. Schematic View, Geometry and Exemplary Configuration 
Fig. 1 shows a poloidal cut of a possible limiter configuration. The liquid metal streams 
from an upper reservoir along an oblique plane into a lower reservoir touching the outer 
magnetic surfaces of the plasma. 
In Fig. 2 the liquid film is tumed by the angle IP into the horizontal plane to explain the 
coordinates used later. The metal is to flow in the negative x-direction, the toroidal-magnetic 
field is in the y-direction and the poloidal field is in the x-z plane. 
[1 1 "l mpurity Control, First Wall, Blanket" 
USSR Gontribution to INTOR Workshop Phase I lA, Part 3, Session XV, Vienna July 
13-24, 1987 
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flüssiges Metall (Reservoir) 
Plasma 
poloidaler Schnitt 
Fig. 1 Schematic view of a liquid meta/ limiter - poloidal cut 
Fließstrecke 
z� 
X V 
Fig. 2 Geometry and coordinates of liquid meta/ film 
I 'I 
As an example for an experiment a TEXTOR limiter-configuration is specified. 
TEXTOR dimensions 
large radius 
small radius 
toroidal field 
poloidal field 
liquid Al 
electric resistivity 
specific weight 
viscosity 
moving liquid metal film 
angle 
streaming distance 
toroidal segments 
thickness 
velocity 
Ro = 1.75 m 
a = 0.5 m 
ßror(R) = Ro/R • 3 T s 
BPol = 0.2 Ts 
Pel = 3 ·10-7 0/m 
p = 2. 7  ·103 kg/m3 
'17 = 10-3 NS/m2 
cp = 45° 
s = 0.5 m 
L=lm 
d = 0.5 cm 
v = lm/s 
II. Induced currents and forces during a disruption 
During a disruption of e.g. TEXTOR a loop voltage of about 100 V can be expected. If the 
liquid limiter is axisymmetric a loop current around the torus will be induced with a current 
density 
j = 100Volt = 30MA/m2 
2rtRo'Pe� 
which corresponds to a total current of 75 KA in the same direction as the plasma current. 
So the metal film will be attracted by the plasma current with a force density 
while the gravitational force is only 
20 
p ·g·sinq> = 1.9·1<r1N/m3 • 
This causes an acceleration of the liquid metal of 
b = 2000 m/s2 
which will Iift the liquid a few centimeters during the disruption. 
To avoid this, the axisymmetric meta[ film has to be toroidally segmented into segments of 
length "L ". 
By the decay of the vertical field 
!!_ B = _0._1 _T& 
dt wrt 15ms 
a loop current on the metal film in the x-y plane will be induced (Fig. 3) which can be 
estimated as 
. 
E B ·F·COSq> j = _ ; E = ___;";;.;wrt-'----
Ptt 2(S + L) 
B ·S ·L •COS tn 
wrt .,. 
2(S +L) 
Fig. 3 Current loop induced by the decay of venical magnetic field 
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The x-component of this loop current leads with Bror to a force perpendicular to the x-y 
plane in opposite directions for y = 0 and y = L. The force density is 
k • B 
BvertS·L·BTor'COS!p "" 1.6·107 r..rlm3 = J' Tor "' - H/ 2(S+L) 'Pez 
which is even !arger than the force by the toroidal loop current. 
This force can be reduced to a tolerable value, by segmenting the meta! jlow in the toroidal 
direction into ".filaments" of 1 cm width which had to be electrically isolated against each 
other. 
Since this seems not to be practicable by constructional reasons the liquid meta! of a 
limiter/diverlor will be shot into the vacuum chamber during a disruption. 
m. Stationary Flow 
1. Fluid flow and viscosity 
We look at the metalliquid as an incompressible fluid. We neglect the deviation of the flow 
lines in z-direction, that is 
� = V ·c. % % 
and v x ·d(x) = constant 
with d(x) the thickness of the liquid film. A gravity driven fluid on an inclined plane (�) will 
be accelerated to the velocity 
( 'th · · nd a a ) Wl pV = -pgSin!p a - =V- . at ax 
Fig. 4 shows vx<x) and d(x) for the examplary experiment. Viscosity will not play any role 
since the friction force 
22. 
is small compared to the gravitational force p • g • sin tp at the considered velocity. 
2.6 m/s 
/ 
d {x) 
reservoir X""O reservoir 
Fig. 4 Flow velocity and thickness of the liquid meta! film under gravitational force 
2. Field penetration 
A moving fluid element will see remarkable field fluctuations at a time scale of 
't" > 10ms . 
The penetration depth will be 
[ p ·-r )
1/2 
11sldn = �0 = 10cm > d 
The induced currents can therefore be treated as volume currents. 
3. Currents induced by the fluid motion 
The electric field 
induced by a B-component vertical to the fluid plane was considered in [1] and it was 
proposed to segment the limiter in the toroidal direction and to apply an additional electric 
field to avoid the induced y-current. Here we consider current loops induced in the conduc­
ting fluid by the motion into a region of increasing ßror - 1/R and also cuts the magnetic 
surfaces. 
A fluid element d • L • dx moving with velocity v in an inhomogeneaus Bror-field experience 
an induction in the x-y plane 
• 
I I d I I 
Bror tll = d ·dx · V dx Bror = d ·dx · V Ro ·COS<p 
and "elementary" current loops are induced 
dx 
d 
V 
Fig. 5 Elementary current loop 
The jz-components almost cancel out and we will essentially get one current loop, the exact 
location of which is determined by the boundary conditions at the reservoir (Fig. 6). 
jx 
d 
s 
Fig. 6 Current loop induced by the motion of the liquid meta! into higher Bror-field 
Since d � s it follows 
and we can write 
and 
with the "-" sign at the upper surface. This current loop tries to keep the Bror constant 
inside the fluid. So the outer Bror acts as a pressure at the fluid surface and may cause a 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability [2]. 
Comparison of this magnetic pressure with the restoring force p • g results in 
2 V ·d · Bror ·cot<p 
2Ro'PetP '8 
0:: 300>1 
i. e. the meta! suiface is umtable against the Rayleigh-Taylor imtability. 
The growth time can roughly be estimated by 
't' = (Mass )112 • 
kDriv 
The accelerated mass is that of the shadowed region in Fig. 7 
p ·Ä ·h Mass = --
8 
The iz-component is too small  to influence the vx motion. 
[2] J.A. Wesson, "Plasma physics and nuclear fusion research", Academic Press 
London 1981, Edited by R.D. Gill (p. 191 ff). 
h 
j 
1../2 
Fig. 7 Suiface perturbation of the liquid film, the }z-component builts with Bror the 
driving force of the instability 
The driving force is the volume force jz X ßror integrated over the same region 
kDriv is the specific driving force KDrivf(amplitude h) 
For a perturbation ).. = d for the growth time we get 
1: = 0.5 ms . 
This instability should destroy the liquid meta! suiface. lt is avoidable only by a perpendicu­
lar arrangerrient of the meta! film (coscp = 0). 
Generally the limiter is to scrape-off some outer magnetic surfaces of the plasma. This has 
the consequence that the B-component vertical to the limiter is inhomogeneous. Fig. 8 shows 
that a moving fluid element will see a vertical B-component which is changing sign. This 
Ieads to a further current loop sketched in Fig. 9. In the x-y plane the jx-component acts 
with the toroidal field to give forces at y :::::::: 0 and y :::::::: L in the z-direction with opposite 
sign. The force density can easily be estimated in a similar way as before. 
Fig. 8 B Pol cuts the meta/ swface by moving into the -x direction the fluid first sees 
a positive and than a negative Bz-field 
YL x =O X S 
L 
Fig. 9 Current loop in the x-y plane induced by the motion into a changing Bz-field 
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v·B ·B ·L·S k = ± Tor Pol N/m3 =±1 0s N/m3 z 2ape1(L+S) 
(remember the gravitational force density is k8 = 1.3 X 104 N/m3). 
This Ieads to an acceleration of 
b = 370 m/s2 
and to a shooting of the liquid metal into the plasma chamber. 
IV. Conclusions for the liquid metal limiter/divertor 
Disruptions of the plasma current causes forces by the decay of the poloidal field which does 
not allow practicable liquid metal films in the vicinity of the plasma. 
In the stationary phase the operation of a liquid metal as a limiter/divertor also seems 
impossible since the fluid moves into a spatially varying poloidal B-field and the metal will 
be shot into the plasma chamber. 
The Rayleigh-Taylor surface instability will destroy the metal surface when the fluid is 
moving in a region of varying toroidal magnetic field. Since the mode is highly unstable this 
could be avoided only with a very nearly perpendicular arrangement of the metal film. 
Whereas we don 't see a possibility to use a liquid metal film as a limiter/divertor target, it 
may be worth while to look at a target consisting of metal droplets or rigid spheres. Some 
considerations about these are described in the appendix. 
Appendix: Metallic droplets or rigid spheres as targets 
a) Since the problems of a metal film came from the large dimensions of connected electri­
cally conducting structures, the metallic spheres have to be electrically isolated from 
each other. 
b) For spheres of radius a =::;; 0.5 cm the deflection by an inhomogeneaus magnetic field 
(diamagnetic force) should be negligible. 
····
·
·
·····
······
·
·
··-<(············-·········· k (x+a) 
j 
B 'V B  
k (x) 
Fig. 10 A net force upward acts on the droplet if there is a gradient in !1 
B·-dB_.a2v y 
= k(x + a) - k(x) z __ d x__ � 500 ·a2 z 1 o-2 for a = 0.5cm 
-y is the ratio of the diamagnetic to the gravitational force. 
c) Liquid metal droplets moving into an increasing magnetic field will be compressed to an 
ellipsoids with the long axis in the direction of the magnetic field. 
The compressing pressure can be estimated as 
ß < 1 is a numerical factor. 
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··�· 
········· .... r 
V 
Fig. 11 The droplet will be compressed to an ellipsoid by the motion into an inhomo­
geneaus perpendicular magnetic jield (BTor) 
The restoring force which tries to form an ideal sphere is the surface tension which produces 
a pressure 
with cx the surface tension constant cxA1 = 0.86 N/m. The ellipsoid is in equilibrium if 
Pm = Ps • 
With the radius "o" of the original droplet we get with o3 = a2b (constance of volume) and 
where 
dB a ßv·B·-·o 
dx 
/ = ----
b ! =-
a 
3pti
•
(X 
For too large values of f the droplets may sputter uncontrollable into smaller particles which 
should be avoided. Therefore f must be smaller than f0 = 2 and we get for the radius of the 
liquid droplets the condition: [3p Cl. d ]1/3 0 < el JO 
ßVB
dB 
dx 
with ß = JA 
a = 0.86 N/m 
o � 0.6 cm 
Droplets with a radius less than 0. 6 cm should satisfactorily keep their form. 
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4. Tamperature distribution and stresses in spherical partielas 
at high flux loading (G. Breitbach) 
In a fusion device the divertor is a component exposed to very high heat fluxes. An optimal 
concept for heat removing is here one of main goals. Beside classical cooling concepts the use 
of fluid targets is in discussion. One idea is in this context the heat removal by a moving 
formation of small balls: the balls roll (or slide) along an inclined plane inside the fusion 
vessel with a velocity in the range of 1m/s; they are there exposed to heat fluxes as high as 50 
MW/qm. 
In the analysis a single ball of SiC ( diameter 10 mm) is considered under such high heat flux 
loading conditions. It is conservatively assumed that the ball slides so that the it has always 
the same orientation with respect to the heat flux direction. 
The result is that in 40 milliseconds the top of the sliding hall is heated up to temperatures of 
more then 1500 Celsius with a steep temperature gradient at the surface. In the balls center at 
this time temperatures have still the initial values. The calculated thermally induced stresses 
exceed the strength values of the SiC-material. 
The effectivity of the heat removal is not very high. For rolling balls the situation is not 
analysed, but it seems to be not so dramatic. But a tendency to sliding for balls rolling in a 
formation is given by the fact that tauehing particles hinder the rolling motion. 
Important aspects with respect to a technical realisation: 
-Usage factor of the heat capacity with respect to allowable temperatures 
-Stability of the moving ball formations 
-Fracture of particles (selection of defect particles) 
1. Figure: 
A surface area with characteristical dimension L is exposed to a heat flux. For short times an 
analytical solution can be given. It is possible to define dimensionless quantities and to 
formulate the equation in a quite general manner. 
2. Figure: 
Evaluation of the formula given in Fig. 1; it is possible to draw the temperature parameter as 
a function of the dimensionless position or as a function of the dimension1ess time. In the 
upper diagramm the curve �=0 gives the surface temperature over time. 
3. Figure: 
Based on the results of Fig. 1 and 2 the diagram is developed for SiC-material and a 
characteristic length of 10mm. After 40 milliseconds a temperature of 1500 Celsius is reached 
at the surface, on the other hand at a depth of 1 mm the temperature is still below 200 Celsius. 
4. Figure: 
Finite Element Analysis, short task description; the local heat flux depends on the orientation 
of the surface element with respect to the flux direction. It is assumed that the ball orientation 
is fixed (sliding ball). 
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5. Figure 
Axisymmetrical FE-mesh of the 10mm-ball; finer discretisation in the upper part which is 
exposed to the high heat flux. 
6. Figure: 
Temperature over time for the 4 marked positions. It should be noted that the curve 1 is in a 
good agreement with the surface curve in Fig. 3 although the geometrical configuration is an 
other one. 
7. Figure: 
The temperature distribution along the surface from the top to the equator of the sphere is 
shown at different times on a ten millisecond-scale. 
8. Figure: 
The temperature distribution from the top to the center of the sphere for the same time points 
as in Fig. 7. 
9. Figure: 
Analysis of the thermal effectivity of a sphere: the maximal possible heat content is given for 
an allowable temperature. The stored heat in the inhomogeneaus heated sphere is much 
smaller the the theoretical maximum. 
10 Figure: 
Unloaded and displaced mesh: It is clearly to see that the hot upper part of the ball is 
expanded but constrained by the cold lower part. 
1 1. Figure: 
Principal stresses at time t=10,5 rnilliseconds for the black region; at this time the surface 
temperature at the top is 800 Celsius. High compression stresses are found at the surface, 
inside in the cold part lower but more extended tension stresses are observed. 
1 2. Figure: 
Principal stress distribution along the line "top-center" of the ball. The compression stress at 
the nodal point 1 is as high as 1700 MPa. The tension stress maximum is found a little inside 
reaching 275 MPa. 
13. Figure: 
lt is demonstrated that a rolling motion is hindered if balls are rolling in a dense formation. 
The friction forces between a ball and the inclined plane (responsible for the rolling!) are 
opposite to the friction forces between tauehing balls. 
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Short term behaviour for temperature 
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Solution of the problen1: 
T: Temperature 
p: Density 
/\: Conductivity 
x: Distance from 
surface 
c: Spec. heat 
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!Finite T.[emente !2Lna[ysen 
Aufgabentitel: ccn�enmontechwtigc{te u4naQyge einen dunch 
CWäJti·YlebQuß beauegcl,Qagten ffiugeQ 
Problembeschreibung: 
(Natur des Problems, Struktur, Belastung, Randbedingungen etc.) 
8tne !;JtC-fKuge� e�ceälwt eln9ettlg einen CW&uneeP.uß 
uon 50 u1ACW /qm 
5;toeewente: 
A=== 20 W/mK 
p= 3 g/ccm 
C = 1 J/gK 
E = 400 GPa 
V= 0.3 
a= 5.0 E-06 1/K 
q= 50uUCW I qm 
I I : I 
1 ! 1 1 
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Maximaler Ausnutzungsgrad einer Kugel bei 
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. Reibungskräfte bei Rollen in1 V er band 
Die Haftreibung zwischen Rollobj ekt 
und Ebene bewirkt ein Drehmoment, 
das dem Moment, das durch Reibung 
zwischen den Objekten verurs acht i st,  
entgegenwirkt. 
5 .  Helium release from solid SiC (P. Jung ) 
Abstract 
The l i terature on h e l i um re l ease from S i l i concarb i de i s  rev i ewed . No resu l ts are 
ava i l a b l e  on re l ease behav i our of he l i um i mp l anted to surface near reg i on s . 
Hel i um pro9uced i n  the bu l k  of S i C  i s  comp l ete l y  re l eased on l y  at temperatures 
above 2000 C .  
Introduction 
P l a sma fac i ng mater i a l s  i n  a future fus i on reactor are subject to i ntense f l uxes 
of he l i um atoms from three or i g i n s :  
1 )  therma l i zed ( 1 08 K )  i on s  from the p l asma w i t h  energ i es be l ow 1 0  keV w i th mean 
ranges R �0 . 078 � i n  S i C ,  
2 )  a part i c l es from the ( D , T )  react i on w i t h  max i mum energ i es of 3 . 5  MeV 
correspond i ng to R �9 . 5  �m and 
3) h e l i um produced in the mater i a l  by ( n ,a )  react i ons  w ith  energ i e s  around 5 
MeV , i . e .  R �16 . 4  �m . 
I n  structura l mater i a l s ,  hav i ng th i ckne s ses  i n  the cm range , on l y  the l ast 
proce s s  causes darnage in  the bu l k ,  wh i l e the f i rst  two affect on l y  the surface 
reg i on o  
For a var i ety of meta l s  i t  i s  we l l  known that h e l i um causes  severe emb r i t t l ement 
at e l evated temperatures , ma i n ly  by the format i on of bubb les  a l ong gra i n  
boundar i e s .  l f  th i s  i s  a l so the case for ceram i c s , retent i on of he l i um may pose 
severe l i m itat i ons  to the i r  app l i cat i on at h i gh heat l oads . 
Results 
I nvest i gat i ons  by transm i s s  i on e l ectron m i croscopy ( TEM) of Boron doped S i C  
after i rrad i at i on i n  a nuc l ear reactor to doses of 6x1o24 njm2 , correspondi ng to 
h e l i um concentrat i ons around 2000 appm , s howed format i on of bubb l es after 
annea l i ng to temperatures above about 1 200 " c [ 1 ] .  On the other hand imp l antat i on 
of 1 2  keV He i on s  at room temperature to doses above 1 02 1  Hejm2 caused 
amorph i zat ion  and bubb l e  format i on i n  the amorphaus reg i on [ 2 ] . The forma t i on 
and growth of such bubb l es a s  observed by TEM i nd i cates hel i um mob i l ity .  But so 
far no deta i l l ed i nvest i gat ions  on t ime and temperature dependence of bubb l e  
s i zes and growth rates were performed , wh i ch cou l d  g i ve quant i tat i ve res u l t s  on 
d i ffus i on and re l ease behav i our . As i de from more qua l i tat i ve i nvest i gat ions  on 
the format i on and growth of he l i um bubb l es [ 2 - 5 ] ,  there are on l y  two 
i nvest i gat ions  on h e l i um re l ease from S i C ,  one after reactor i rrad i at i on [ 1 , 6 ] 
and one dur i ng imp l antat i on of a part i ce l s  [ 7 ] . 
I n  Ref . [ 1 ]  he l i um re l ease from 0 . 1%B doped S i C  powder and from cerami c mater i a l  
( s i �tered to 98% theoret i ca l  dens i ty )  were measured after reactor i rrad i at i on at 
650 C w i th therma l he l i um desorpt i on spectroscopy ( THDS ) .  F igure 1 s hows that 
h e l i um rel ease from the powder ( gra i n  s i ze 1 . 2 �) occured at muc h  l ower 
temperatures than from the cerami c  ( gra i n  s i ze �5 �) . The cerami c  spec i men was 
� 1  
a p l ate of 0 . 1 5 mm th i cknes s .  A ceram i c  p i ece of 2 mm th i cknes� showed 
es sent i a l l y  the same re l ease behav i our at temperatures up to <::: 1 800 C .  Th i s  
i nd i cates that up to th i s  temperature re l eased he l i um comes mos t ly from surface 
near reg i ons . 
F i gure 2 [ 6 ]  shows fract i ona l he l i um retent i on as  a funct i on of i rrad i at i on 
temperature for cerami c p l ates of 25x4x2 mm wh i ch were gri nded to powder before 
THDS ana l ys i s .  A compari son of F i gs . 1  and 2 shows that retent i on at a g i ven 
temperature i s  s i gn if i cant ly reduced when th i s  temperature i s  a l ready app l i ed 
dur i ng i rrad i at i on , i . e .  dur i ng he l i um product i on .  
When a part i c les  are imp l anted at l ow f l uxes and e l evated temperatures , 
d i ffus i on coeff i c i ents D can be der i ved from the t i me evo l ut i on of h e l i um 
re l ease dur i ng imp l antat i on and i t s  dependence on imp l antat i on depth . Fo� He j n  
S i C  ( 3 . 1 gjcm3 , 90% hexagona l  S i C ,  1 0% free S i } at temperatures from 600 - 800 C 
D can be descr i bed by [ 7 ] : 
D [m2j s ]  = 1 . 1 x 1 o- 6  exp ( - 1 . 1 4/kT } 
F i gure 3 compares d i ffus i on coeff i c i ents of S i C  to those of grap h i te and copper . 
I n  th i s  type of exper iments on ly part of the he l i um i s  free ly d i ffus i ng out of 
the spec i men wh i l e a fract i on i s  reta i ned wh i ch depends on imp l antat i on depth 
and temperature . The reta i ned he l i um i s  re l eased on l y  at a much l ower rate and 
h i gher act i vat i on e nergy (<::: 1 , 8 eV } ,  wh ich  a l so depends on annea l i ng treatment . 
For imp l antat i on or post - imp l antat ion  annea l i ng at 1 000 K ,  the fract i ona l 
re l ease rate can be de scr i bed by [ 7 ] : 
dcj ( c  dt } [ 1/s ] = 1 . 4x 1 05 exp ( - R/32 - 1 . 8/kT } 
where R [�m] i s  the d i stance from the nearest surface . 
Conclusions 
1 }  The present ly ava i l ab l e  quant i tat i ve measurements an he l i um re l ease from S i C  
s imu l ate he l i um product i on i n  the bu l k  by ( n , a }  proces ses . 
2 }  The resu l t s  s how comp l ex and not we l l  understood dependences of h e l i um 
re l ease on spec i men geometry [ 1 ]  and annea l i ng [ 7 ] . 
3 }  The dependences of he l i um re l ease on temperature and i mp l antat i on depth i mp ly 
comp l ex trapp i ng and detrapp i ng processes , probably  w i th s imu l taneaus changes of 
the trap structure , e . g . by bubb l e  growth . 
4 }  Temperatures of at l east 200o " c are needed to comp l ete ly re l ease he l i um from 
the bu l k  of S i e .  Whether or not th i s  temperature i s  s ig n i f i cant l y  reduced for 
re l ease from surface near reg i ons as i n  graph ite has not yet been i nvest i gated . 
A l so other ceram i c  mater i a l s ,  e . g .  A l 203 showed he l i um retent i on up to very h i gh 
temperatures , wh i l e S i  and S i02 show h i gher permeab i l i ty for he l i um a l so under 
i rrad i at i on [ 8 ] . 
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6 .  Rotating targets for power exhaust (V . Philipps) 
lntroduction :  
The main adva ntages o f  t h e  concept o f  f luid targets a re :  
a bsorption o f  the deposited power via the heat capacity o f  t h e  f lu id and 
trans port of the heat by transport of the f lu id out of the heat depos it ion 
a rea . The heat abso rption capacity is determined by the veloc ity of the 
f lu id the heat capacity of the f lu id and the max i m u m  a l lowable s u rface 
te mperature of the f luid 
no l ifeti me p roblern due to ta rget-erosion,  
no p ro b lems with mec h a n ic a l  structure of t h e  targ ets (such a s  swe l l i n g ,  
c rac k i n g ,  fat igue,  e m b ritt lement etc . ) ,  
possib i l ity o f  new particle exhaust techniques ( ? ) .  
The ma i n  p roblems of us ing l iqu ids  for heat exhaust i n  fusion devices have been 
id entif ied so far to be the large ind uced forces d ue to i nteraction the mag netic 
field of i nd uced c u rre nts in  the l i q u id with the mag netic field of the p lasma.  
These fo rces can be a s  large a s  1 0  times the g ravity force and wi l l  cause the 
f lu id  to be s p rayed over  the chamber wa l l s .  Further large problems a re the 
pumping of the l iq uid and the compata bi l ity of  the l i q u id with the sol id  materia l  
of the pumping tubes . 
A pos s i ble solution of the M H D  problern might be the use of smal l  l i q u id 
d ro plets which w i l l  red uce the force s i g n ifica ntly ( M i rnov et a l ,  russ ian conce pt) . 
A s imi lar  i d ea is the use of s ma l l  sol id  s p heres . The s phere-co ncept, however, 
s uffe rs from other d ifficult ies s u c h  a s :  
the energy exha ust of large amounts of s p heres, 
the transport of large amounts of spheres ( in part icular  problems aris i n g  
from b roke n s pheres ) .  
Rotating target concept 
The concept of rotating ta rgets is a kind of " hybrid " concept between the l i qu id 
concept a nd that of fixed sol id s .  lt tries to retai n  some of the main ad vantages 
o f  the con cept of l i q u id s  but offers s i m u lta neously better sol utio ns for the main 
p rob lems of  the l i q u i d s  which were shortly described above . Bas ic  i d eas of  
rotat i n g  targets a re the same as for l i q u id s : 
ene rgy abs orption via heat capacity of a sol id  
e ne rgy tra nsport v ia  transport of the sol id 
conduct ion of energy to a water cooled s u bstrate d u r ing the t ime of 
non-ex pos ure to the p lasma.  
Some model  s pecificat ions 
Fig 1 i l l ustrates s ome basic assumption of the concept.  CFC carbon t i les a re 
used as plasma ex posed materia l .  Heat con ductivity i s  assumed to be 
200W/mK . The t i les a re 2cm thick and f ixed via bolts to a water cooled 
s u btstrate . To i ncrease the heat transfer to the s u bstrate a papyex layer between 
the meta I and the CFC is used . The heat tra nsfer t ime to the meta I is  a cr itical 
point .  Bad heat contact , h owever,  wil l  increase the t i le temperature which itself 
wil l  i n crease the h eat flow to the s u bstrate s ince heat flow is proport ional  to IJ. T 
betwe e n  the t i le a nd the s u bstrate . Maximum ti le temperatures wei l  a bove 
1 000 ° C  ( u p  to 1 800 ° C )  should  be possi ble . 
SI 
Power f l u x :  
width o f  t h e  strike zone : 
velocity of target: 
50 MW/m2 
5cm 
1 0cm/sec 
e ne rgy d eposit ion of one target d ur ing one expos ure :  
where 
Q = 2 . 4  kWs/cm2 
temperature rise of target after heat exchange ( heat tra n s port time in t i le  
for  heat exchange a bout 3- 5sec) 
ßT = Q/c * m  = 385 o c  
c = spec ific heat of carbo n :  1 . 8 Ws/g K 
m = mass of ca rbon per c m 2  s u rface:  3 . 6  g/cm2 
Fig 2 s hows the evo l ution of the surface temperature d u r ing the plasma 
exposure ( 0 . 5sec)  a n d  afte rward s .  The temperature r ises up to 2000 ° C . (�T =  
P *  k * t0·5 ,  with k = 4 . 3x 1 o·5 K/Ws ) .  Fig 3 shows the temperature d istribution 
in  the t i le  at the end of the plasma exposure (t = 0. 5 sec ) .  The heat has 
penetrated o n ly a bout 0 . 4cm d eep into the ti l e .  After a bo ut 3 - 5  sec,  however, 
the h ea t  is  d iss i pated i nto the t i le . 
Fig 4 s hows a schematic view of a rotat ing system .  The radius of the wheel is  
40cm . With v = 1 Ocm/sec and the c i rc u mference of 2 5 0cm the total cool 
down t ime is 2 5 sec . Within this t ime the e nergy m ust be tra nsfered to the m etal 
s u b strate . The rotati n g  meta l wheel transfers fi na l ly  the energy onto a fixed 
. wate r cooled tu b e .  Heat transfer between the rotat ing meta l a n d  the fixed tube 
s h o u ld be done by a l iqu id . 
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Fig 3: temperature distribution within  the CFC tile. at the end of the plasma exposure. At t= 5 
sec the temperature d istrib ution is uniform. The impinging power is 50 MW/m2 . 
The heat diffusivity of the CFC is 0.55 cm2/sec. 
7 .  Rotating,radiation cooled pyrographite target (l .  Binkele) 
Abstract 
The high thermal Ioads of 50 MW/m2, which are expected for plasma facing components 
in ITER, can not be sustained with fixed targets, even if structures, actively cooled with 
l iqu ids, are used. However, a chance to cope with these extreme heat flux conditions is 
seen by using movable targets, which were exposed shortly to the plasma radiation and 
cooled themafter for a Ionger time to reduce the temperature. 
Tamperature calculations are reported for radiation-cooled pyrographite segments 
mounted as high heat flux targets on the periphery of a rotating wheel (1 rps). The wheel is 
assumed to be exposed on 1 /20 of its periphery with a heat Ioad of 50 MW/m2 and to be 
radiation cooled on the remaining length. The wheel is considered such that in case of a 
thermal conductivity of 3 W/cmK average temperatures between 1 870 K (plasma facing 
surface) and 1 725 K (rear surface) develop in the pyrograph ite segments. Heating the 
segments up to this temperature Ievei occut'S within 80 % after 90 sec. 
Conceptional considerations 
The concept is schematically i l lustrated in Fig. 1 .  At those sites of the plasma machine 
where heat flux has h ighest intensity (divertor sites) the first wal l  is replaced by rotating 
wheels attached from outside. Thus part of the wheel periphery is heated whereas the 
remaining larger part is radiation cooled within a water jacket system. The part of the 
wheel which is facing the plasma determines among other properties the temperature Ievei 
which develops along the wheel periphery after the initial heating-up period. As indicated in 
Fig. 1 the periphery of the wheel is proposed to have two concentric ceramic layers. The 
outer layer contains segments of pyrographite, which exhibits a good thermal conductivity, 
whereas the inner layer has to be made out of a thermally insu lating carbon material ,  e.g. 
clean carbon bricks. The pyrographite segments should be oriented such that correlation 
between wheel geometry and crystal lography is achieved, i .e. the a-axes are radially and 
c-axes tangentially oriented. This allows a fast heat transfer in radial direction and a nearly 
homogeneaus temperature distribution in the complete pyrographite material. The 
pyrographite orientation also provides a large radiation source during the cooling cycle and 
thus a decrease in temperature is achieved. However, the temperature should not be to 
low, in order to keep lattice darnage and reduction of thermal conductivity by fast plasma 
neutrons as low as possible. Experience with changes in thermal conductivity of graphitic 
materials due to neutron irradiation favours a service temperature above 1 300°C. The bad 
thermal conductivity of the inner carbon layer is considered to protect the shaft of the 
wheel from the h igh temperatures.Because of the h igh degree of lattice disorder in such 
materials a significant change of thermal conductivity is not very l ikely despite of the low 
temperatures. Moreover, an increase in defect density would increase the insolation effect, 
i .e. the service behaviour would be improved. 
First calculations to estimate feasibil ity 
Fig. 2 magnifies a segment of the wheel periphery showing the pyrograph ite on top of the 
carbon insulation. The stated dimensions were chosen to get an idea of the obtainable 
equil ibrium temperature. The thermal conductivities of pyrographite and carbon insulation 
were assumed to be infin ity and zero, respectively. Note that a more realistic case with 3 
and 0,01 5 W/cmK is considered in a second step. The front surface of the pyrographite 
segment is facing a plasma heat flux of 50 MW/m2 = 5 KW/cm2. lf the wheel periphery has 
a length of 5 m (wheel diameter 1 ,59 m) and the plasma facing part is 1 /20 of the periphery 
(= 25 cm) then an individual segment absorbs an energy of 1 03 Wsec (5 KW/cm2 x 4 cm2 
x 1 /20sec) during one revolution*. This energy would cause in case of negligible heat 
radiation of the pyrograph ite segment an increase in temperature by 
1 Q3 (Wsec/sec) 
b. T Heating = V Seg. • d · Cp (Wsec/K) 
= 2 x 2 x 4 cm3 
= 2,2 g/cm3 
= 0,71 (at 300 K) to 2,09 (at 2600 K) 
K 
sec 
During one rotation the heat loss by radiation is small in the low temperature regime and 
approaches in the high temperature regime at equ ilibrium temperature an equ ivalent to 
!::.. T Heating· Following Boltzmann's radiation law with the emissivity s = 0,8 and the 
segment surface A capable of radiation - front surface (4 cm2) and two of the four s ide 
surfaces (2 x 8 cm2) - a cooling effect of 
* The wheel diameter has no direct influence on the outcome of the above calculation 
other than it influences the size of the plasma facing first wall window. 
Sl 
t:. T Cooling = 
A • E • 5, 77 • 1 Q-4 
(300) 4] 
lOö (Wsec/sec) 
V seg. • d • Cp (Wsec/K) 
T: absolute temperature in K 
K 
sec 
is obtained within one rotation. The relation assumes that the radiation h its a black cooling 
element kept at 300 K. 
Summing up the d ifferences t:. T Heating - t:. T Cooling• the temperature rise within a 
pyrographite segment can be calculated successively du ring the in itial heating up period. 
The resulting functional dependence (Fig. 3) approaches asymtotically the l imiting value of 
1 81 5  K. The raise in temperature from 300 K to 1 81 5  K under conditions of pulsed heat 
flux is obtained within 80 % after 90 sec and within 99 % after 1 80 sec. At the equil ibrium 
temperature (1 81 5 K) a saturation heat flux density of about 50 W/cm2 must be 
assimilated by the cooling systems, which is 1 % of the heat flux density hitting the plasma 
faced surface of the pyrographite segments. lf the cooling systems are water cooled with a 
flow velocity of 1 -2 m/sec, a temperature decrease of 50 K can be estimated in the 
interface assuming a heat transfer coefficient of 1 W/cm2K. The water in a cooling circuit 
would warm up by 40 K (1 ,5 I/sec flow rate) . 
Now the question is how properties change when more realistic values are taken for the 
thermal conductivity along the a-axis of the pyrographite segments. Fig. 45) summarizes 
high temperature thermal conductivities reported in l iterature. Taylor6) obtained with 
pyrolythic graphite, annealed under pressure at 3000 K values between 5 W/cmK at 900 K 
and 3.2 W/cmK at 2000 K. The latter value was determined following a special fitting 
procedure suggested by the author. A sim ilar materials is processed by Le Carbone 
Lorraine in plates of 6 x 4 x 0,5 cm3 (so called pseudo single crystals)7) . 
Fig. 5 shows the decrease of thermal conductivity by fast neutron irradiation in the h igh 
temperature regime. Projection of the data to the conditions of ITER with fast neutron 
fluences araund of 1 o21 cm·2 at irradiation temperatures of =1 500°C indicates that the 
decrease of thermal conductivity is more or less negl igible. 
Concerning the carbon insulation a refinement from zero thermal conductivity to realstic 
values is less significant. A h igh strength is not necessary, i .e. porosity can be large and 
thermal conductivities in the order of 0,01 5 W/cmK can be assumed being not unrealistic. 
Note that the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity is typically small in such 
materials. The above value is still so small that the interface between the pyrographite 
segment and the carbon insulation can be considered to be adiabatic for the future. 
Scf 
The important question that needs an answer refers to the temperature fluctuations in a 
pyrographitic segment du ring one revolution of the wheel. The thermal conductivity now 
wil l be treated as being constant with a value of 3 W/cmK. An exact mathematical analysis 
of this problern is not trivial and requires extended calcu lation efforts. Thus only an 
approximate procedure wil l be outlined next. However, it will allow a suffic iently precise 
Iim itation of the actually occuring temperature fluctuations. 
The temperature gradient which develops under the influence of the plasma beam in 
z-direction was determined by fin ite element calculation . The d ifferences in temperature 
along the y-directions were neglected (Fig. 2) . The temperature was varied at the plasma 
facing surface of the pyrographite segment assuming a mean heat Ioad of 1 kW 
(5 KW/cm2 x 4 cm2 x 1 /20 sec = 1 000 Wsec per revolution , i.e per sec) . The correct 
surface temperature is obtained when the summ of heat Iosses from the plasma facing 
surface and the other free surfaces of a segment just compensates the heat Ioad of 1 KW 
approaching the lowest e lement at the interface to the carbon insulation. As a solution a 
surface temperature of about 1 870 K and a temperature decrease with in the segment of 
1 45 K were determined. The graphical representation of the temperature curve inside the 
segments is shown in Fig. 6 (open circles). 
However, in real ity the average heat Ioad of 1 KW consists of individual pulses with 20 KW 
height, 50 msec width and a frequency of 1 Hz. Thus also temperature pu lses araund the 
averaging curve in Fig . 6 must be considered. The amplitudes are h ighest close to the 
plasma facing surface of the segment and decrease towards the interface with the carbon 
insu lation. Estimatations yielded fluctuations between 1 81 5  K and 2 1 59 K at the 
surface 1 0-1 3) which diminish to a few degrees in a depth of 2 cm. 
As the time dependence of the heat flux is periodic but not harmonic the temperature­
amplitudes at z = 0 are 55 K (negative) and 289 K (positive) 1 3) . Tamperature peaks (z = 0) 
reach 21 59 K but are only short Iasting, as demonstrated in Fig. 6 by the curve for t = 
1 00 msec. A high rotation speed would keep the average power of 1 KW unchanged but 
would decrease the temperature fluctuations and would increase damping of the 
temperature waves. lt is also of importance that the maximum temperatures in 
pyrographite can be influenced by the d imensions of the segments in y- and z-direction 
(Fig. 2) . A large z-dimension and a small y-value (normal of the plane of the wheel) yield 
under otherwise constant conditions lower temperatures. 
Design aspects 
The separation and spreading of the wheels as indicated in Fig. 1 is of specific importance 
because the cooling jackets can be arraged close to the window in the wall of the plasma 
machine. The side part of the cooling element, closest to the window should be made out 
of a massive, not water cooled plate to safe space and thus to approach the heat flux 
loaded periphery as close as possible. Close to the shaft the further separated position of 
the wheels should provide enough space for bearing and driving gear. To safe space also 
universal joints rather than individual driving gears seem possible. 
Joining of the pyrographite segments and the insulating carbon parts with the wheel should 
allow thermal expansion and should transfer only l ittle heat into the metallic structure of a 
wheel. Possibly carbon fibres would be appropriate to tight the components together. They 
could be fixed in the pyrographite segments and kept under tension by springs close to the 
shaft. A 2 mm carbon fibre supplied by Carbone Lorraine7) has a tensile fracture Ioad of 
1 00 N. The centrifugal force developed in a pyrographite segment at 1 rps is in the order of 
1 ,2 N .  
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Carbon insolation 
Segmented target of 
Pyrolytic graphite --� 
Plasma facing 
wall 
Watercooled 
shield 
Side view 
� Single wa.tercooied shie ld :�:ma facing ---- � u
__ -T-��� �!.:_!�\ 
Carbon insolation 
.E1gJ 
Schematic drawing of the rotating wheel concept for heat removaL Radiation cooled 
pyrographite segments mounted an the periphery of the wheel provide the target material. 
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Fig. 2 
Single segment of pyrolytic graphite on top of carbon insulation 
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Tamperature increase with time in a pyrolytic graphite segment during the starting period. 
The input data for the corresponding calculation are the following: 
Volume of pyrolytic graph ite segment: 1 6  cm3 
Emissivity c:: 0.8 
Radiation to a black environment of temp.: 300 K2 Summation of areas radiating: 20 cm 
Thermal conductivity of pyrolytic graphite: oo �1 0 W/cmK) 
Thermal conductivity of carbon insulation: 0 (<<0, 1 W/cmK) 
Specific heat Cp of pyrolytic graphite: Polynomials given by Blanke4) 
Rotary velocity. 1 turn/sec 
Duration of heat pu ls : 1 /� sec = 50 msec 
Energy of heat pu ls :  1 0  Wsec 
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Thermal conductivity data for natural and pyrolytic graph ite compiled by Keuy5> . The 
Taylor curve for pyrolytic graphite was extrapo.lated to temperatures between 900 and 
2000 K using a fit-formula given by the authort>J . 
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Thermal conductivity ratio /.: rad 1"-non-i rad at different temperatu�es (427 - 1 350°C) versus fast neutron fluence rar fwo reacfor graphites (upper figure) J .  Thermal conductivity 
of a CFC21rap�e before and after fast ne.utron irradiation at 1 460°C, the dosis amounted 
to 3 ,8· 1 0  cm- � 2,8 dpa (lower figure)öJ. 
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Calculated temperature profiles for the center l ine of a pyrolytic gmphite segment du ring one wheel rotation. The basal plane thermal 
conductivity (parallel to the a-axis) was chosen to 3 W/cmK, while the other parameters were equal to the specifications Qiven in Fig. 3.  
The open circles define the average values with respect to time of the temperature profiles. Because of the h igh attenuat1on of entering 
temperature waves, the d ifferences between instantaneous and mean temperatures in the range z > 2 cm are only smal l  (some dre�rees 
or lower). Contrary to this behaviour the temperature at z = � increases du ring the heating phase (50 msec) from 1 81 5  K to 21 59 K = 
344 K and decreases to 1 953 K after further 50 mil l iseconds ::JJ . The two curves which were plotted for 50 and 1 00 msec in the range 
0 < z < 1 cm are approximations calcu lated by thf2use of formulas, which describe the temperature response after absorption of a s ingle pu ls in the absence of heat Iosses at the surtace :; . 
8 .  Conveying systems for liquid metals and granular materials 
(W. Kohlhaas) 
Abstract 
ln large thermonuclear test facilities or in a fusion reactor extremely high thermal Ioads 
have to be taken by i .e .  divertor chamber walls or by pump-limiter blades. 
lt has been experienced that the realization of actively cooled wall structures which 
guaranty a reliable operation over a l ong time is very difficult. 
Therefore the idea was pursued to build such wall structures or limiter blades covered by 
a flowing mass of a l iquid metal or a granular material which is heated up by the thermal 
Ioad and thus removing the thermal power out of the plasma chamber. 
This paper describes conveying systems necessary for the transport of the l iquid m etal 
and the g ranulated m aterial ,  respectively. 
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Elektromagnetische Flüssigmetal lpumpen 
Arbeitsweise 
Ele ktro mag ne tische I n d u ktionspu mpen s ind e i ne Sonderfo rm des asynch ro n e n  Li n e a r­m ot'o rs. A u f  ei nem M a g n etg estel l  ist e i n e  Wanderle idwicklung aufgebracht, d ie e i n  e n tl a n g  des M a g n etg este l ls fo rtsch re itendes Wanderle id erzeu gt. Du rch e i n e n  m a g ne­t isch e n  Rücksc h l u ß  wird d e r  mag n etische Fl u ß  des Wa nderteides so gefü h rt, daß e r  a n  jeder  Ste l le i n n e r h a l b  des P u m p e n ka n a ls se n krecht zur  F l ießrichtu n g  des F lüssig meta l ls ze igt.  
Das Wa nderle id induziert e lektrische Sekundärströme im Fl üssigmeta l l ,  d e re n  M a g n et­felde r  z u sammen mit dem erzeu g e n d e n  Wa nderleid Kräfte auf das Fl üssig meta l l  a us ü b e n  (s. A b b .  1) .  
A b b .  1 Pr inz ip der  e lektro m a g n etisc h e n  I n d u ktionsp umpe 
Tl 
Aufba u 
Das Mag n etg este l l  w i rd d u rch g esch i chtete B leche mit kammfö rmigem Profil so 
a ufg e ba ut, d a ß  z u m  Pu m p e n kana l  g e richtete S p u l e n ka·m mern en'tste h e n .  
l n  d i ese werd e n  d i e  S p u l e n  e i n g ebracht u nd so zusa m m e n g escha ltet, d a ß  be i  E i nspe i­
su n g  mit  Dre h strom e i n  mit  Synch ro n g eschwi n d i g ke it fo rtsch reite ndes Wa nderfe ld 
entste ht. 
I n d u kt ionspu m p e n  we rd e n  in ve rsch i ed e n e n  B a ufo r m e n  g e ba ut (s. Abb.  2) : 
F lachka na l p u mpen 
R u nd k a n a l p u m p e n  
R u ndka n a l p u mpen m it i n n e rem Rücklauf u nd 
Schrau b e n ka n a l p u m pe n .  
Flacnkanai­
Jndukclonspumpen 
A b b .  2 B a u fo r m e n  für e l e ktro m a g n etische I nd u kt ionspu m pen 
72. I 
Rundkanal· 
/na'uktionspumpen 
Schraubenkanal­
/nduktionspumpe 
S I E M E N S  
B e i  F lachka n a l p u mpen b e f i n d et sich der  Pumpka n a l  zwischen zwe i D rehstromstä n­
d e rn,  i n  denen das Wa n d e rfeld erzeugt wird. D iese B a u a rt ve rwendet kei n e n  vom 
Fl üssig metal l  u mflutete n  R ü cksch l u ß, so daß d iese B a uform bevo rzugt bei  Anwend u n ­
g e n  mit hohen Te m p e ratu re n  (T > 600 °C) vo r a l l e m  b e i  a g ressive n Fl üssig meta l l e n  
(z . B .  A l  u nd Zn)  e i n g esetzt w e rd e n .  
Als  B e isp iel  fü r d ie Pu m p e n b a u  re i h e· d e r  F lach ka n a l p u m p e n  werden i n  A b b .  4 d i e  
Fö rd erke n n l i n ien  (bei  m a x i ma l e m  Spule nstrom) für  A l u m i n i u m  (700 °() gezeigt. D u rch 
Abse n k u n g  des S p u lenstro m es kö n n e n  g er i n g e re Pu m p e n d rücke e rrei�ht werden 
(Ab b .  5) .  
A B B  4 : Pumpenkennlinien fü r EM · P umpen 
Al uminium 700 oc 
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ABB 5 : Abhä n g i g keit d e s  Ruhedruckes vom Spulenstrom 
Aluminium 700 oc 
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Kreislauf m it f lüssigem Alum i n i u m  
f ü r  Limiterfläche von der  G röße eines 
ALT -I I Blattes 
Volumenstrom ,  M assenstrom 
Breite des Blatte s 
Dicke der fließenden Alu-Schicht 
Fl ießgeschwindigkeit 
Volumenstrom 
II 
M assenstrom 
G ewählte U mwälzpumpe 
Siemen s AG 
KWU N PM 3  
Typ : 
Fluctostat Z 1 9  K 1 50 
M assenstrom 
Förd erhöhe bei d iesem M assenstrom 
M aße: 
Länge 
Breite 
Höhe 
Gewicht 
7s-
1 ,5 m 
5 mm (Wt) 
1 ,5 m/s (Wt) 
0,0 1 1 m3/s 
40, 5 m3/h 
1 1 3 ,4 t/h 
1 1 5 t/h 
2 m  
1 ,2 m 
1 ,0 m 
0,4 m 
390 kg 
Anschlußleistung 
Anschlußspannung 
Leistungsfaktor 
Preis der Pumpe ( G rößenord nung)  
1 2  
E 1 0  .5 
-g � 8 
� � 6 0 ..... 
(!) 
;§ 4 
-E I!) 
"0 � 2 
Z1 9 K150 
---
� ........... 
............ � 
� 
20 40 60 80 
� 
Fördermenge I Pumping capacily in t /h 
� AI 700 °C � Zn 500 °C 
Förderkennlinie bei Nennstrom 240 A 
Pump Characteristic at Nominal Current 240 A 
Rohrleitungen 
. D urch messer der Rohrleitu ngen 
Alle Rohre mit Begleitheizung l ieferbar 
Wärmetauscher 
Wärmetauscher - Bauart u n klar 
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330. kVA 
3 X 38Q V 
0 , 2  
D M  
111 
"'U 
1 20 140 
DN 1 00 oder DN 1 50 
SI E M E S 
Liquid Metal Pump 
Fl üss i gmeta l l p u m p e  Z1 9 K1 50 
Elektromagnetische Induktionspumpen ersetzen 
bisher gebräuchliche, mechanische Kombinationen 
aus Pumpe und regelbarem Motor. Sie arbeiten 
ohne bewegliche Teile und bestehen im wesentlichen 
aus einem keramischen Flachkanal mit darüber­
geschobenem Drehstromständer, der ein magnetisches 
Wanderteid erzeugt und damit das f lüssige Metal l  
berührungslos durch den Kanal fördert. 
Elektromagnetische Pumpen werden in offener 
Bauweise (Fiuctostat®) und in gekapselter Bauweise 
(Dynoflux®) hergestellt. 
Dynoflux®-Pumpen sind in keramischen Tauchgehäusen 
aufgehängt und somit gegen direkte Metallberührung 
geschützt. 
71 
Electromagnetic induction pumps replace conventional 
mechanical combinations of pump and controllable 
motor. They work without movable parts and essentially 
consist of an ceramic double tube with a sleeve-type 
three-phase current stator. This generates a magnetic 
travelling wave which permits contactless transport of 
the liquid meta! through the pump gap. 
Electromagnetic pumps can be build in open design 
(Fiuctostat®) or in encased design (Dynoflux�'l. 
Dynoflux® pumps are suspended in ceramic immersion 
casings which protect them against direct meta! contact. 
Siemens E nergieerzeugung 
Anwe n d u n g e n  
Die Flüssigmetallpumpe eignet sich besonders 
o zur Badumwälzung, 
o zur Behälterumfüllung, 
o zum Massel- und Stranggießen und 
o zur Metallreinigung 
und ist überall dort einsetzbar, wo bei kleinen Druck­
differenzen größere Mengen Metall befördert werden. 
Ap p l i c ati o n  
The liquid metal pump is primarily suitable for 
o bath circulation, 
o furnace. emptying, 
o for continuous and pig mould casting, 
o for metal cleaning 
and in all cases where large quantities of metal are 
transported at small pressure differences. 
��- -·'-� ,� l' 
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Abmessungen der Z 1 9  K 1 50 Flucto�tat Dimensions of Z 1 9  K 1 50 Fluctostat 
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Schneckenförderer für 
G ranulat aus kera m is chen Werkstoffen 
(:z . B .  SiC und B4C) 
Kh I 1 0. 1 .  1 9 9 4  
Kreislauf 
mit S i C- oder B4C-G ran u l at 
Vergleich der Materia leigenschaften für Al, S iC und B4C 
I I p I A I CP I Tm I t/m3 W/mK J/kg K o c  
300 K 1 300 K 300 K 1 300 K 
Al 2,7 237 1 1 5 900 1 1 00 660 
B4C 2 , 5 1  25 1 4  9 6 1  2350 
SiC 3,22 1 00 37 7 1 1 2500 
subl.  
Für SiC wird ein ähnlich großer Volumenstrom wie im Fal l  von Aluminium angenommen. 
Für die Umwälzung des Granulats kommen S chneckenförderer in Frage.  
Schneckenförderer m i t  Vollschncckc. a An triebslager (für Radial- und Axiallast) ; 
b Zwischenlager (pendelnd) ; c Endlager (für Radiallast) 
Auslegung eines Schneckenförderers für e inen Volumenstrom von 40 m3/h 
V = D2rr/4 XSXtpX60xn 
V = Volumenstrom [m3/h) gewählt:  40 
D = Schneckendurchmesser [m] 
s = Schneckensteigung [m ) gewählt: 0,4 
tp = Füllungsgrad [- )  = 0, 1 5  bei stark schleißendem Fördergut (max.  0,45 bei 
nicht schleißendem Fördergut) 
n = Drehzahl [U/m in] gewählt: 60 
Dann ergibt sich e in  Schneckendurchmesser von 0,5 [m] 
Erste Informationen aus der Industrie 
ü be r  Schneckenförderer 
Elektrosch melzwerk Kempten G m bH 
Herstel ler von u . a .  B4C - G ranulat bis Körnung  3 m m  
Kh I 1 0. 1 .  1 994 
H aben Schneckenfö rd erer aus M etall in Gebrauch zum Förd ern von 
B4C - Pulver, das sich in einer Suspension b efind et.  
Trotzd em g roße Probleme m it Verschleiß! 
Versuchen z.Z . ,  S c hnecke und Rohrinnenwand m it SiC beschichten 
zu lassen ,  um Verschleiß zu mindern. 
ln  unserem Anwendungsfall empfehlen sie,  a l le Verschleißflächen m it 
B4C - oder SiC - Platten zu beplanken.  Neuland ! 
ln  unserem Fal l  muß A g g regat unter H ochvakuum arbeiten .  Neuland ! 
l n  unserem Fal l  Verbesserung des Fül lungsgrads (trotz trockenen und 
stark abrasiven Förderg utes) ? Neuland ! 
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The t ra n s ient h e a t ing f igure-o f-meri t .  Larger numbers 
imp l y  th a t  more h e a t  can be abs o rbed in a given amount of 
t ime without mel t ing . 
( pt, J Sandia National Laboratorie� 
9 .  Conclusions and recommendations (J . Winter) 
The d iscussions of the study group and the analysis of particular aspects 
presented i n  this report have led to the fol lowing prel iminary conclusions: 
· Although a flow of l iquid metals offers the most appeal ing potential 
advantages, the i r  use is strongly impeded by the i nteract ion of induced 
cu rrents and the m agnetic f ie ld . Even i n  the absence of tra ns ient 
phenomena, which would tend to make the situation even worse, the 
motion of a metal through an i nhomogeneaus magnetic fie ld  wil l  Iead to 
intolerable forces, destabi l iz ing the metal f low. This condition  exists for a 
l imiter configuration per definition because the l imiter i ntersects the spatial ly 
varying polo idal  field .  ln case of a d ivertor this condit ion m ay be s l ightly 
relaxed .  However Raleigh-Taylor instabi l i ties may be excited lead ing to 
ejection of sma l l  droplets . 
A f i rst a na lysis of droplets instead of large area l iquid meta l units shows that 
these wou ld essentia l ly reta i n  the i r  form if they are smal l  enough, i . e .  below 
a d iamete r  of about 6mm . This is conssitent with experiments m ade i n  
Russ ia .  
Using a to ro ida l ly continuous l iquid metal pool at the bottom of the torus 
with a thickness of the l iquid of 1 cm would , in  the case of TEXTOR, Iead to 
a I i ft ing of the l iquid out of the troug h. A current is induced by the l oop 
valtage in the l iquid which would be attracted by the current in the pla s m a .  
The inco rpo rat ion o f  breaks would b e  required leading t o  leading-edge 
problems . ln addit ion,  a rapid stirring of the l iquid would  be requ i red for 
handl ing large power Ioads of 50 M wm·2. The useful thickness of Al, 
assuming heat conduction only, is of the order of 1 mm.  
The case of  a Ste l larator has been discussed briefly. Due  to  the absence of 
a net plasma cu rrent all transient phenomena are less important than in a 
tokam ak.  The i nfluence of internal exchange currents in  the plasma a nd the 
concrete geometry of the f ield l ines at the plasma periphery sti l l  has to be 
assessed . 
The a nalysis suggests that a droplet l imiter/divertor is probably the m ost 
promis ing configuration when using a l iquid meta l .  Pre l iminary tokamak 
experiments were carried out in  Russia and i t  appears to be worthwhi le to 
pursue these experiments in a larger device . 
Pre l iminary ana lysis of materia ls compatib i l ity shows that low operation· 
temperatures ,  in pa rticular at the sens itive pumping elements should be 
used .  This favors e .g. ga l l ium over a luminum . 
U nfortunately no  e lectrica l ly i nsu lat ing l iqu id  with adequ ate therma l  
properties could be found.  A rough analysis for Iew vapour pressure s i l icon 
e i l  (from d iffusion pumps) shows that the s low penetration of the heat wave 
causes very high surface termperature very rapidely. Assuming a tolerable 
�T of 200°C in  order to maintain  a Iew vapour pressure, flow velocities of 
several 1 00 ms·1 would result. 
Moving sol id ba l ls or spheres suffer from very high stress induced by the 
rap id  heating while moving through the h igh heat flux zone. These stresses 
a re in excess of the material strength for ceramies (SiC) . Assuming that 1 
sphere of SiC of 1 cm diameter can accommodate roughly 0 . 2 5  kWs while 
moving with 1 ms·1 through the high heat Ioad zone and being heated 
thereby to about 1 400 °C, a turnareund of about 1 06 bal ls per  secend 
would be required to remove 200 MW i n  ITER.  Since the heat removal from 
the spheres is probably ineffective and wi l l  require a Ieng transit time in  cool 
parts of the fusi on device, the inventory of spheres wil l probably be at least 
a factor of 1 0 higher. This large number of e lements and their i ntegrity is of 
concern. 
The technology exists presently to pump and transport l iquid metals at h igh 
tem perature . The pumps used however  have a very Iew efficiency and 
consume large powers . To pump even the smal l  amount of l iquid metal 
which wou ld be required for an TEXTOR experiment requires about 350 kW. 
Conveying the high ly abrasive ceramies SiC and B4C poses serious wear 
prob lems in the conveying systems . 
The general  pro blern associated with the solid spheres and with l iquids 
comes from the poor penetration of the heat wave, the high assoc iated 
surface temperatures and the need for h igh flow ve locities if excessive 
vaporizat ion has to be avoided. The concepts using so lid spheres suffer i n  
add it ion from the large induced stresses . 
Two a pproaches were discussed using rotating drum or wheels .  l n  one case 
the heat extraction is accomplished through intensive coaxial cool ing using 
a l iquid metal as heat transfer and " bearing" medium to a stationary water 
cooled tube . Stresses and fatigue stil l could be a problem, even if the CFC's 
a re used . The other proposal is to heat up pyrolytic graphite e lements, 
attached to a rotating wheel ,  to very high temperatures at which radiation  
cool ing  is  effective . The temperature excursion of an element during the 
passage trough the high heat flux zone would be significantly less than in 
the other cases . These two proposals warrant a more thorough ana lysis .  
l t  is  p roposed to  hast a workshop dedicated to the discussion of f luid 
targets for heat exhaust in fusion devices during 1995/96 at KFA. Althoug h  
t he top ic  i s  s pora dic a l ly addressed at the major  fusion technology 
conferences, i t  appears timely to have such a dedicated workshop now. lt 
appears to be useful to invite the leading scientists ad personam to attend 
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such a worksho p .  The international know-how could thus be reviewed and 
made availab le .  Based on  the results of this workshop a discussion of the 
futu re KFA strategy should be conducted .  
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